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Abstract: In this research work we investigate an innovative 
economical and technological IPv4/IPv6 a novel multi homing 
migrational model named ‘Multicost6’. The ‘Multicost6’ offers 
innovative economical and technological charges like the first 
one is the real amount of hardware which indicates an 
economical value and second one is real rate of software like 
training cost and the third one is labour outlay and fourth one 
is an un anticipated charge and fifth one is named such as 
another cost required for multi homing transition. The 
availability of two or more connectivity providers 
(configuration known as multi homing) allows improvements in 
failure tolerance and enables traffic engineering capabilities. 
Multi homing allows a site/node to connect to multiple Internet 
service providers (ISPs) simultaneously. The proposed solution 
consists of multiple mechanisms that provide different benefits 
to the multi homed site. In this approach,each multi homed 
host is assigned multiple prefixes from its upstream 
providers,and it creates the interface identifier part of its 
addresses. With the advantages of the eased renumbering 
network mechanism and the large addressing space introduced 
by IPv6 network,multi homing will become much more 
popular. In this innovative research  work we have propounded 
a technical and an economical expenditure estimation 
model(Multicost6) for Hardware,Software,Labour,Un 
anticipated  and Other costs for University of Mysore(DoS in 
CS,Manasagangotri,Mysore-6) and Mangalore 
University(Department of CS,Mangalagangotri,Mangalore) in 
INDIA. The experiment was organized for various sizes of 
LAN’s with different size digital computers such as Desktop 
machines,Laptops,Main frame computers,Mini 
computers,Super computer etc to study and analyze the effect 
of charge estimation model(Multicost6)  for multi homing 
technique and the results proves that multicost6 expense 
estimation model for multi homing host is Low,Medium and 
High based on Hardware,Software,Labour and Other 
expenditure estimation factors. In order to Plot Bar chart,Pie 
chart we used Matlab 7.11.0(R2010b) and to compute 
Simulation results we have  also adopted NS2. 
General terms: IPv4; IPv6; Multi homing; Transition etc. 
Keywords: Cost; Multicost6; Hardware; Labour; Software; 
Unpredictable cost etc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of Multicost6 is a mechanism that comes in 
transition of IPv4/IPv6 for multi homing hosts. Developing 
a rate estimation model for IPv4/IPv6 multi homing 
transition is a difficult task because it is not only dependent 
on only one expenditure factor,however multi homing 
transition charge appreciation model is totally dependent on 
various factors like software rate,hardware price,training 
expenses  and also on other  rate factors.  We can identify a 
couple of works carried out in approbating economical and 
technical expenditures for the transition of IPv4/IPv6. 
Guy almes described the cost of IPv6 deployment 
(Hardware expenses for transition of Pv4/IPv6 and 
implications for IPv6 migration are less easily defined). He 
has estimated and computed different categories of transition 
prices and considerations. He has also worked on 
coexistence of dual protocols. The concept of multi homing 
host is shown in Fig.1.  
 
   Fig. 1  Concept of Multi homing host. 
Nathan robinson,Cesar ramos,P.E.,Jose luis jara 
presented  economic impact of  IPv6. They have worked on 
clear impacts to transition,like personnel time and expenses 
from training,transition planning and trouble shooting,as 
well as material and equipment costs[27]. All of these items 
may be tabulated rather easily,while the revenue cost 
savings and cost-benefit  
Implications for IPv6 transition are less easily defined. 
One of the reasons for the lack of clarity of revenue is that it 
depends upon the development of applications that depend 
on and exploit the advances of IPv6 provides. Thus IPv6 
benefits and cost savings depend largely upon the network 
environment and the strategic plan of the entity.   
Michael P.gallaher,Brent R.rowe discussed costs of the 
transition to IPv6 for the major stakeholders like hardware 
vendors,software vendors,Internet user’s,ISP’s and the  
potential benefits. They have also calculated the cost impact 
of an accelerated adoption case and discussed the potential 
ways in which the government could become involved in the 
process. 
Technical and economic assessment of Internet protocol 
version 6(IPv6) discussion draft[26] also explains adoption 
of  IPv6 can potentially produce measurable benefits for 
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users, equipment vendors and service providers. The IPv6 
RFC comments and discussion with industry stake holders 
also estimated the costs and benefits of IPv4/IPv6 transition 
scenarios [26][29]. 
II. PROPOUNDED METHODOLOGY 
The Proposed ER(Entity Relationship) diagram of 
Multicost6 is shown in Figure.2. Our proposed IPv4/IPv6 
Multi homing Transition technical/economical expenditure 
prediction model consists of five basic components which 
are mentioned as follows. 
 
Fig. 2 ER Diagram of the  propounded  Multicost6. 
 
1.Hardware  expenditures. 
2.Software and operating system expenses. 
3.Training amounts. 
4.Unpredictable  charges. 
5.Other prices. 
A. Hardware expenditures: 
The first type of multihoming transition cost factor in 
cost estimation model is hardware cost which is also a vital 
element. In order to design hierarchy of IPv6 Multi homing 
transition cost estimation model for the two beautiful 
reputed universities like University of Mysore and 
Mangalore University by using economic assessment 
approach[26],hardware costs,software and operating system 
costs,training costs,unpredictable costs etc are really playing 
an important role. Hardware costs mainly consist of IPv6 
router,which forwards IPv6 packets and its main purpose is 
to enable computer nodes to operate stable IPv6 networks. 
Depending on individual networks and the level of IPv6 
use,some hardware units can become IPv6 capable via 
software upgrades. Specifically high-end 
routers,switches,memory and firewalls all will need to be 
upgraded to enable large scale IPv6 use within a 
network[26][20]. Firewall hardware is also one of the 
important security issues and it serves like a packet filter. 
The other hardware costs in IPv4/IPv6 multi homing 
transition cost estimation model are network interface 
card,nodes,name server switches. The cost of this hardware 
is directly proportional to individual networks(i.e hardware 
α network) depending upon whether the network is small or 
huge[26]. The hardware cost is also dependent on the level 
of IPv6 usage(i.e hardware α level of IPv6). 
IPv6 transition levels are broadly categorized into 3 
types like Dual Stack,Tunneling issues,Header translation 
etc.The various types of  Hardware costs,Software costs,  
Labour costs and Other costs in different phases of transition 
are explained very briefly[26]. The Hardware costs in 
various phases of dual stack,tunneling and header translation 
are explained below. 
1.Substantial IPv6 using a dual-stack network:The 
mechanism of  ameliorating or refurbishing remaining 
routers and all other networking devices is very high[26]. 
Moreover hardware amount in dual stack network is high. 
So in order to measure the multi homing transition costs for 
dual stack network can be figured out as: 
Hardware costs of dual stack network=n*h 
Where n=n number of hosts/nodes connected to either 
any LAN/WAN/MAN. 
h=High cost of dual stack. 
2.Minimal IPv6 using tunneling in a network: 
The process of rehabilitating 1+ backbone routers or 
replacing firewall is medium(M). So this type of cost is said 
to be hardware costs[26]. Therefore we have decided and 
confirmed that hardware cost in tunneling transition phase is 
medium. So in order to compute  
Multi homing transition costs for tunneling network 
is[26]: 
Hardware costs of IPv4/IPv6 multi homing tunneling 
transition =n*h 
Where n=n number of hosts/nodes connected to 
LAN/WAN/MAN. 
h=High cost of tunneling network. 
3.Native IPv6 with IPv4 translation. 
According to our research expectations and predictions 
of hardware vendors the total hardware cost is very low and 
it is calculated as follows. The IPv6 stake holders are 
broadly categorized into three types Hardware 
vendors,Software vendors,Internet users and Internet Service 
Providers(ISP’s) etc. 
TotalHardwarecosts=10%(Hardware)+10%(Software)+8
0%(Labour costs)+0%(Other costs) 
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Fig. 3 Predicted Multi homing Transition total cost model(Multicost6) for 
Dual stack,Tunneling and Header Translation in University of Mysore(DoS 
in CS,Manasagangotri) and Mangalore university(Dept of 
CS,Mangalagangotri). 
TABLE-I: IDENTIFICATION OF TOTAL COST OF MULTICOST6 FOR HARDWARE 
VENDORS GROUP[26].     
 
Total costs can also be shown by using Bar chart in Fig. 
1 
The Table-2 shows the hierarchy of multicost6 according 
to the stake holders group[26][20]. 
TABLE-II:IPV4/IPV6 BASED MULTI HOMING TRANSITION HARDWARE COST 
ESTIMATION MODEL(MULTICOST6) IN UNIVERSITY OF  MYSORE(DOS IN 
CS,MANASAGANGOTRI) AND MANGALORE UNIVERSITY(DEPT OF 
CS,MANGALAGANGOTRI). 
 
Where m:Medium,l:Low,h:High,s:Small,n:n Number  of  
machines connected to the multiple networks,nh:Highest 
Multi homing migration cost for n number of 
nodes,nl:Lowest Multi homing migration cost for N number 
of nodes,ns:Smallest multi homing transition cost for n 
number of nodes,nm:Medium Multihoming transition cost 
for n number of nodes. 
B. The software expenses: 
The second type of multi homing transition cost factor in 
IPv4/IPv6 transition cost estimation model is software costs. 
Upgrading some software will be required to work with 
IPv6 and other software we should upgrade from time to 
time. The upgradation of  software consists of server 
software which is necessary to operate the server computer 
and the desktop operating systems like software which is 
available by many vendors such as microsoft and sun 
microsystems[26][20].  
TABLE-III:COGNITION AND RECOGNITION OF MULTICOST6 FOR SOFTWARE 
VENDORS GROU 
 
 
Fig. 4 Predicted Multi homing transition Total cost model (Multicost6) for 
Dual Stack,Tunneling and Header translation in University of Mysore (DoS 
in CS,Manasagangotri) and Mangalore University(Dept of 
CS,Mangalagangotri). 
The transition phases in IPv4/IPv6 are broadly 
categorized into 1.Dual stack,2.Tunneling and 3.Header 
translation etc. The Software costs in Multi homing 
Transition phase like IPv4/IPv6 dual stack phase is to be 
considered as substituting or an upgrading all applications to 
be IPv6 capable. The software costs in the second phase of 
IPv4/IPv6 tunneling phase can be defined as the process of  
upgrading/replacing any applications utilized specifically for 
IPv6.The  Software cost in the third phase of  IPv4/IPv6 
transition like  Header translation can be defined as the 
process of installing new software depending on the 
requirements of translation required. 
TABLE-IV: IPV4/IPV6 MULTI HOMING TRANSITION SOFTWARE COST 
ESTIMATION MODEL IN UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE(DOS IN 
CS,MANASAGANGOTRI AND  MANGALORE UNIVERSITIES(DEPT OF 
CS,MANGALAGANGOTRI). 
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Where m:Medium,l:Low,h:High,s:Small,n:n Number  of  
machines connected to the multiple networks,nh:Highest 
Multi homing migration cost for n number of 
nodes,nl:Lowest Multi homing migration cost for N number 
of nodes,ns:Smallest multi homing transition cost for n 
number of nodes,nm:Medium Multihoming transition cost 
for n number of nodes. 
C. Labour Costs(Training amounts): 
The Third one more important cost estimation factor to 
analyze and calculate multi homing IPv4/IPv6 transition 
issue is labour costs. Labour cost is mainly dependent on 
training cost. The training cost may be either low or high 
depending on the training subject suppose if the training 
subject is very advanced or if it suits for the professional 
level[26][20]. Based on our research results training cost is 
one of the most significant upgradable costs. The labour cost 
is mainly based on the level of understanding the network 
administration staff. 
Therefore we can also conclude 
i.e[Labour cost α Level of understanding(grasping power) 
network admin]. Training cost factor for large size 
organizations will be minimal with existing IPv6 
expertise[17]. 
1.Tunneling:The labour costs in  IPv4/IPv6 multi 
homing transition can be defined as the process of providing 
trainee for current Information technology employees. The 
labour costs can also be calculated on the basis of recruiting 
various types of employees on hired basis in order to install 
and configure a new hardware,software,dual stack  
network,transition mechanism and to address novel 
additional security mechanisms. The actual labour cost 
mainly depends on the level of understanding the necessary 
equipments for network administration staff.During the time 
of a short tenure the labour costs also depend on the 
additional network administration costs[17]. 
2.Dual stacks:The labour costs in tunneling phase  are 
determined on the following factors. 
1)Advanced IT training and network administration 
effort will be necessary before and after the installation. 
2)Training should be provided to users to use new 
applications. 
3.Header Translation: 
1)Extra time or constant dedicated effort will be required 
to install and maintain translation devices. 
2)Users running only IPv6 applications need additional 
training and extra support.                                                                        
3)Extra dedicated effort will be necessary to install and 
maintain translation equipments. 
4.Native IPv6 Only:  
1)Time or effort to remove translation equipments and 
software. 
TABLE-V: DETERMINATION  OF  TOTAL COST OF  MULTICOST6 FOR INTERNET 
USERS GROUP. 
Sl.No Type of Multihoming transition charges. 
Percentage(
%) 
 Hardware 10 
2 Software 20 
3 Labour 70 
4 Other 00 
5 Average recognition total costs 50 
 
 The Fig .5. shows the Multi homing total cost estimation 
model((Multicost6) of IPv4/IPv6 for various levels of  
Transitionaccording to the predictions  and Expectations of 
Internet users. 
 
Fig. 5 Predicted Multi homing Transition Total cost model(Multicost6) for 
Dual Stack,Tunneling and Header translation in University of Mysore(DoS 
in CS,Manasagangotri) and Mangalore University (Dept of 
CS,Mangalagangotri). 
TABLE-VI:IPV4/IPV6 MULTI HOMING TRANSITION LABOUR COST ESTIMATION 
MODEL(MULTICOST6) IN UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE (DOS IN 
CS,MANASAGANGOTRI AND  MANGALORE UNIVERSITY(DEPT OF 
CS,MANGALAGANGOTRI). 
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Where m:Medium,l:Low,h:High,s:Small,n:n Number  of  
machines connected to the multiple networks,nh:Highest 
Multi homing migration cost for n number of 
nodes,nl:Lowest Multi homing migration cost for N number 
of nodes,ns:Smallest multi homing transition cost for n 
number of nodes,nm:Medium Multihoming transition cost 
for n number of nodes.  
D. Other costs: 
The cost estimation factor can also be analyzed and 
calculated by using one more cost estimation factor like 
other costs. The other costs are also broadly categorized into 
four types as follows. The other costs of Multicost6 
migration levels such as dual stack and tunneling and header 
translation are listed as follows. 
1.Security threat effects in Tunneling as well as in Dual 
stack phases[26]. 
TABLE-VII:RECOGNITION OF TOTAL COST OF IPV4/IPV6 MULTI HOMING 
TRANSITION(MULTICOST6) FOR ISP’S GROUP 
 
 
The Fig. 6 Shows the estimation of IPv4/IPv6 transition phases total costs 
according to ISP’s 
   1.IPv6 address block(s),2.Lost employee 
productivity,3.Security intrusions,4.Foreign 
activities,5.Interoperability Issues.Unexpected threat like 
security intrusion is considered to be one of an example for 
other costs[17]. 
Where m:Medium,l:Low,h:High,s:Small,n:n Number  of  
machines connected to the multiple networks,nh:Highest 
Multi homing migration cost for n number of 
nodes,nl:Lowest Multi homing migration cost for n number 
of nodes,ns:Smallest multi homing transition cost for n 
number of nodes,nm:Medium Multihoming transition cost 
for n number of nodes.   
TABLE-VIII:IPV4/IPV6 MUTI HOMING TRANSITION AND OTHER COST 
ESTIMATION MODEL IN UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE(DOS IN 
CS,MANASAGANGOTRI AND  MANGALORE UNIVERSITIES(DEPT OF 
CS,MANGALAGANGOTRI). 
 
TABLE-IX: BREAK DOWN OF INFRASTRUCTURE PARTICULARS AND ASSOCIATED 
PRICE VALUE OWNED BY UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE(DOS IN 
CS,MANASAGANGOTRI AND  MANGALORE UNIVERSITIES(DEPT OF 
CS,MANGALAGANGOTRI) AND ITS ANNUAL SPENDING ON IT STAFF AND 
TRAINING . 
 
III. SIMULATIONS  IN NS2 
NS2(Network Simulator Version 2) developed by UC 
Berkeley is a kind of open-source free software simulation 
platform in allusion to network technology[21][22][24][25]. 
It’s essentially a discrete event simulator[25][21][22]. There 
are 2 levels in the simulation of  NS2 one is  based on 
configuration and construction of Otcl,which can use some 
existing network elements to realize the simulation by 
writing the Otcl scripts without modifying NS2 the other 
one is based on C++ and Otcl. Once the module resources 
needed do not exist,NS2 must be upgraded or modified to 
add the required network elements[25]. Under these  
circumstances,the split object model of NS2 is used to add a 
new C++ class and an Otcl class,and then program the Otcl 
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scripts to implement the simulation. The basic architecture 
or main components of NS2 are shown in Fig.2.NS2 now 
has become one of the first selected softwares to implement 
network simulation in the academic field[25][24]. 
TABLE-X: THE BASIC ARCHITECTURE OR MAIN COMPONENTS OF NS2. 
Event Scheduler NS2 
Tclcl 
Network component Otcl 
Tcl/Tk 
A. The basic components in NS2 
NS2 simulation can be divided into two layers. At first 
we should analyze which layer is involved before the 
network simulation. One layer is based on OTcl 
programming. There are no needs to modify NS2  itself to 
implement simulation by use of existing network elements 
of  NS2,just to compile OTcl scripts. Another layer is the 
one based on C++ and OTcl programming[23][24][25]. If 
there aren’t required network elements in NS2, it’s needed 
to extend NS2,adding required ones which also mean adding 
new C++ and OTcl class,then to compile OTcl script. The 
simulations were performed using Network Simulator 2(Ns-
2),particularly popular in the wired networking community. 
The traffic sources are CBR(continuous bit–rate). The 
source-destination pairs are spread randomly over the 
network. The wired network model uses ‘random waypoint 
model’ in a rectangular filed of 500mx500m with 50 nodes. 
During the simulation,each node starts its journey from a 
random spot to a random chosen destination. Once the 
destination is reached,the node takes a rest period of time in 
second and another random destination which is chosen after 
that pause time. This process repeats throughout the 
simulation,causing continuous changes in the topology of 
the underlying network. Different network scenario for 
different number of nodes and pause times are generated[25]. 
The various simulation parameters in NS2 for the multi 
homing transition of IPv4/IPv6 experiment are shown in 
Table-11[17][21][22][23][24][25].   
TABLE-XI: SIMULATION PARAMETERS. 
 
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have proposed,expenditure assessement 
model for the transition of IPv4/IPv6 with the use of multi 
homing transition features such as “multicost6”. It is 
observed that using the proposed method one can achieve a 
good charge estimation model compared to the other cost 
valuating schemes in transition of IPv4/IPv6. Estimation of 
multi homing transition amount(Multicost6) plays an 
important role in transition of IPv4/IPv6 applications. 
Devising multi homing charge estimation model for 
transition of IPv4/IPv6 applications is really a challenging 
issue. In this study we can analyze characteristics of 
IPv4/IPv6 multi homing transition expenses appraisal model 
named “multicost6”. The multicost6 predicts that charge 
estimation model for transition of IPv4/IPv6 multi homing 
transition is either low,medium,and high depending upon the 
hardware,software,labour charges and other expenses. 
According to the predictions and suggestions  of  hardware 
vendors,software vendors,Internet users and ISP’s we  can  
also estimate the various categories of  
hardware,software,labour and other prices like low,medium 
and high. The proposed method is very simple to estimate 
cost assessment model(Multicost6) when any node is 
connected to more than one similar or dissimilar network. 
The experimental results have displayed the novelty of the 
above mentioned method which is easy to identify the 
charge estimation for hardware,software,labour and other 
prices. 
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